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• Five great medium-term global shifts and …

• … their implications for the world of finance

• Three big questions about the future 



Two huge stories: globalisation …

It has been said that arguing against 
globalization is like arguing against the 
laws of gravity. 

Kofi Annan



… and a debt-burdened recovery

I found this national debt, doubled, 
wrapped in a big bow waiting for me as I 
stepped into the Oval Office. 

Barack Obama



The presentation's structure  

• The structural forces changing the world …

• … and the cyclical ones following the downturn

• A look forward to 2050

• Some thoughts on our information age

• But first a look backwards …



This moment in world history

• The reversal of the Industrial Revolution

• The G20 is gradually replacing the G7

• Asia is the principal source of global savings …

• … and of additional global demand

• China is now the second largest economy …

• … India the second largest investor in the UK







Four long-term global trends

• Demography – an ageing developed world

• The environment – concern continues

• Technology – towards the level playing field

• Government – under great pressure in the West



Ageing societies are different

• Most of Europe is ageing fast 

• Much of the emerging world remains young

• So there will inevitably be a shift of power

• Attitudes in the developed world will shift …

• … and be influenced by the emerging world











What are the business implications?
• There are different patterns within Europe …

• … but Europe as a whole faces a challenge

• North America still has a positive outlook

• China benefits now; India's “sweet spot” is later

• Obviously: power shifts to Asia, though China will slow

• Less obviously: prizes go to those that adapt best



It’s good to be green

• The end of the oil era is a long way off, but …

• … uncertain energy supplies, coupled with …

• … huge demand from the US and China 

• For Europe – the problem of Russia

• But “fracking” will buy us some time 







What are the business implications?
• One quick win: the value of a “green” reputation 

• Some rebalancing of wealth and power to producers …

• … including the US and Canada 

• Obvious beneficiaries: reliable raw material producers 

• Less obvious: countries that are best at adapting

• But what if energy becomes cheaper …?



The revolution in technology

• It is (nearly) a global level playing field 

• Communications technologies are universal …

• … and deeply democratic

• Technology gives global reach …

• … but it also changes the nature of employment









What are the business implications?

• Communications technology is universally available

• It is not quite a level playing field but a flatter one …

• … for there are still peaks of excellence, inc the UK

• It changes the nature of work …

• … and the relationship between worker and employer

• Obvious issue: how does the “old” world compete?

• Less obvious: what do we learn from the “new” world?



Government in the 21st century

• There are some things only governments can do …

• … such as fight wars or rescue banks

• But huge pressures as demand for services rises …

• … debt in the emerging world remains mostly low

• Are defaults inevitable – and if not …

• … how will governments square this circle?









What are the business implications?

• The debt legacy for the G7 is massive …

• … and that may change attitudes to debt

• All Western governments have to be more effective …

• … and some will default in financial or social terms

• The emerging world has lower debts and faster growth

• Will “emerging world attitudes” become more evident?



What happens next in the cycle?
• The recovery will remain a two-speed one …

• … despite some slowing in the emerging world 

• Monetary policy has to get back to normal

• Fiscal policy has to get back to surplus

• Finance has to complete structural reforms

• Maybe the deep dip means a longer growth run









What are the business implications?

• A huge trust deficit, encouraging …

• … a return to financial conservatism  … 

• … self-help and “ the bank of mum and dad”! 

• But change is slow and this will all take time

• Maybe a decade of disruption …

• … particularly if the next downturn is serious



A look forward to 2050

• The BRICs model …

• … predicts China passing the US in 2027 …

• … and India around 2050

• Shanghai/Hong Kong pass Wall Street

• But is this realistic and what might go wrong?









Business in our information age

• Huge amounts of information are collected …

• … and everything (just about) is available

• Yet analysis is commercial, partial and skewed 

• Commerce much teach how to use information 

• Business becomes more important …

• … but also more fragmented and fluid



The importance of information …

Information is not knowledge. 

Albert Einstein



… not just as a social lubricant

My idea of good company, Mr Eliot, is the 
company of clever, well-informed people who 
have a great deal of conversation; that is 
what I call good company. 

Jane Austen, Persuasion
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